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Мщалада агылшын предлогтары арцылы ic-эрекеттщ нысаналы багытыныц 
кврЫумэш мен /фзщ minmdeei сэйкёётк щзмепй царастырылады.

Статья посвящена описанию английских предлогов, выражающих постпози
ционную локализацию, и средств казахского языка, функционально им соответствую
щих.

The article is devoted to the description of English prepositions expressing 
postpositional localization and their Kazakh Junctional equivalents.

The material belonging under this category contains phraseology with prepositions
and prepositional phrases behind, at the back of, after, past, beyond, over, across, on the

1other side of. Relative position here involves conceptions of direction placing the object 
oriented (O,) and that of orientation (02) in a specific order in a common plane vhich is 
either horizontal (sometimes, however, more or less inclined) or indeterminate.

In the case of behind, at the back of, after the relative order involved implies hat O, 
holds a hind-position in relation to Or Past, beyond, over, across, and on the other side of 
occur in cases of relative position in contexts in which 0 2 is conceived of as forming a space 
intervening in the horizontal plane between a given point of departure for observation (which 
is an imaginary point on one side of the intervening space) and that of O, (which is on die 
other side). Thus the relationship is here between the location of the imaginary point and 
that of O,. And there also cases of interchange.
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According to their frequency in the material we have collected the prepositions are 
arranged in the following order: 1) behind (43,16%), 2) beyond (22,11%), 3) on the other 
side (18,9'5%), 4) after (7,36%), 5) across (4,21%), 6) at the back of (3,16%), 7) over 
(1,05%). The preposition past was met with only in the meaning of «route», which is not 
treated here.

As the preposition behind is the most numerous in the material, and due to the rea- 
sonof the limited size of the article, we have given functional equivalents of all the preposi
tion;, but the semantic analysis and textual examples are given only for behind.

In the Kazakh language there are no prepositions. Instead, different relations are 
expressed by: 1) case inflexions, 2) case inflexions and postpositions and 3) postpositional 
functional names with case inflexions which enter a specific construction with a noun, called 
izafet-construction. Cf. the structural presentation of these correspondences:

English Kazakh

N aff

prp + N — ► N aff + pstp

[N (aff) + pn] aff

The analysis of conceptions of locality in which the preposition behind occurs has 
been performed by the Swedish linguist K.-G. Lindkvist, whose material was the founda
tion of our survey [1].

There are two kinds of localization denoted by the preposition behind: (1)0 , is 
located somewhere at the rear, or at the back of 0 2 and (2) 0 2 is conceived of as forming a 
space intervening in the horizontal plane between a given point of departure for observation 
and that of O,. Thus it may substitute any of the prepositions mentioned here, of course, 
with different implications.

In the first use behind either suggests direction only (Is there a museum in front of 
the chtrch or behind it?) or sometimes a combination of the ideas of direction and proximity 
(Henry stood behind his mother to help her with the ballot papers). In certain cases a sug- 
gestioi of order is added (Frank always sat behind me in church). It would not be correct to 
say hcwever, that in cases as the last, the prepositional phrase expresses order; it is only said 
that Frark had a position which was further to the back. In cases of order of sequence, 
referring to posterior position after is the normal preposition (Why have they put his name 
after mine on the list?).

When 0 2 possesses a recognized front side and back side, the implication «at the rear 
: of» often shades, in case of inanimate things, into the concept «on the back side of»(Zs the 
house in frmt of the garden or behind it?\  and with living beings, into «at the back» (Jim 
stood behind me while I talked to his sister). Notice therefore the ambiguity of the sentence 
«Mary stood behind me», where the implication is either «I had my back turned towards
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Магу» or that «I had a position further ahead (in a queue) than the one Maty had». Behind 
often occurs, however, in cases where distinctions as to the aspects referred to here not 
made or stressed in the context.

Like the phrase at the back of,\ behind is sometimes used in cases cf contact be
tween two objects (although the idea of contact may not be fully apparent to the observer) 
(Whenever you opened the door to step out there was a noise from the knocke" behind it). A 
particular kind of contact is seen, when it is meant that something at the back pushes some
thing forward (Theypushed behind him and movedforward).

O, is either at rest somewhere at the back of 0 2 (Frank was sitting behind the barn), or 
it moves in various ways: (1)0, moves in the same direction as 0 2. (The master had returned 
with his dog, a shaggy seep dog that paddled behind him), (2) O, moves to the back cf02 (He 
went behind the barn), (3) O, continuously moves on at the back of 0 2 (He was walking up 
and down behind the barn), (4) O, moves parallel with the back side from one end to the other 
(Frank never took the path running infront ofthe bam but always walked behind the bam on 
his way to school). Sometimes the motion is an act of forcing O, to the rear (Ipushed behind 
the front line of people so as to save her from contact with the hooligans).

In cases of motion, reference may be to increasing distance between the two objects 
concerned (especially with verbs such as fall, drop, drag, lag) (When the runners stepped 
up the pace those who were out oftraining soon fell behind the others). Distance, involving 
both separating in time and space, is a main element in some cases (The old-timerfinished 
11 seconds behind George who came in fifth) (usually after).

Behind is also used when reference is to something that is so placed that it traiis 
behind in a kind of extended line from a fixed point (Her chin rose above the surface, her 
hairfloated out behind her).

Sometimes the construction is reflexive, so that O, and 0 2 denote or refer to the 
same. Then reference is at times to an action (especially looking) thought of as departing 
from a given person (He kept looking behind him), where the implication is ‘backvards 
from oneself.

Behind -phrases are sometimes used of conditions that are apprehended as resulting 
from a previous motion by which somebody (02) departed from a given place (Henry stayed 
behind his wife for a week) The verb is often of ‘ leave, remain, stay, and lie'. (The Town, 
changed and arid, lay behind them, and what they drove toward was something which no 
longer existed). The construction is occasionally reflexive (Was it James who left his um
brella behind him?). There is at times a suggestion of detachment (Two companies re
mained behind the advancing troops).

In instances referring to an act of closing or locking a door, gate (She closed the door 
behind her) behind alternates with after. Behind is then used in its common local sense of
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‘at the back o f  without implication of time. After occurs in similar cases with the implica
tion «following in place, order, and time». When this is not meant or stressed behind (some
times on) is used. After occurs in such phrases chiefly with a personal subject. Behind - 
with inanimate things as well (The door closed behind her).

Behind may be used of a kind of attachment when a means of traction is joined to a 
conveyance (Together in a trap behind two horses they explored the whole County).

Behind -phrases sometimes occur in cases with practical connection (The man be
hind the camera is at times more important than the actors in front o f it).

In the second use behind occurs in a sense approaching to on the other side o f  or 
even beyond. In such cases both objects may hold static positions (The house is behind the 
wood)', or, O, may perform a motion which takes place beyond, or so as to reach beyond 0 2 
(Tnesun set behind the horizon). Cases of the present kind occur when 0 2 denotes an object 
that is apprehended as intervening between an observer, or a point of reference, and O, (He 
wits standing behind that screen =  He is on the other side o f the screen, as seen from a 
given point of observation). Sometimes it is suggested that, as a result of its position, O, is 
out of sight because it is screened off by 0 2. This need not be the case, however: it may be 
in sight. This is so, for example, when O, is apprehended as forming a kind of background 
(Can you see the hills behind that pasture!).

Behind frequently occurs in instances in which it is implied that a position on the 
remote side of something is resorted to for cover, protection, shade, etc. (Hepreferred to sit 
behind the fire-screen; She went behind the tree for shelter). 0 2 may also serve to conceal
O,, or to prevent or obstruct vision (The moon is behind a cloud).

The preposition behind when used in the meanings described here has 19 functional 
equivalents discovered in the result of our research. They are:

1) соцынан -  a postpositional functional name соц (end) in izafet construction with 
a noun denoting 0 2, with the suffix of what is called шыгыс сеггпк (departive case) (14,63%):
... mislin trails ofdust behind each wagonette made a colourful picture. [2, p. 99]... mwnepni 
квйлгктщ етегтдей арбалардыц соцынан шубатылган шац. [3, р. 100].

Prof. V. A. Issengaliyeva speaks of such opportunity in her book «Служебные имена 
и послелоги в казахском языке»: «Служебное имя соц в исходном падеже указывает, 
что предмет лицо следует или действие совершается позади кого-чего-нибудь, вслед 
за чем-нибудь» [4, р. 48];

2) аржагында - a postpositional functional name жак, (side) modified by an ad
jective ар(гн) (other) in izafet construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of what 
is called жпыс септж (locative case) (9,76 %): About a verst away Eugene could see 
deserted lines of trenches, behind them rye fields billowing in a wind-driven, bluish early 
morning nist. [2, p. 325] Листницкий вз жуздШнен 6ip хиацырым жерде, царауытып
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бос цалган окоп, ьиуццырын Kopdi, оныц аржагында царабидай жонданип жатыр 
да, тац алдындагы жел крпсыткрн бозгыл туман квкшыдене mycedi. [3, р. 236]

3) арт жагында -  a postpositional functional name жак, (side) modified by an 
noun apm (back) (apm жагы) in izafet construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the 
suffix o f locative case (9,76%).: He turned round and saw Komelkova right behind him, 
kneeling, pulling her tunic offfuriously. [7, p. 62] Ол бурылып цараса, - муныц арт 
жагында Евгения журестен отырган куш гимнастеркасын жулци шетп жатыр. 

[8, р. 55].
4) артында -  a postpositional functional name арт (back part) in izafet construc

tion with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix o f locative case (9, 76 %): Vaskov, too re
mained lying behind his boulder. [7, p. 103] Васков та тастыц артында элх еилпеце 
ту cine алмай, кулл1 жоспары кул талкрн болып, [8, р. 93].

5) арт жагынан -  a postpositional functional name жак, (side) modified by an 
noun apm (back) (арт жагы) in izafet construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the 
suffix of the departive case (7,32 %): No longer, because the bushes behind them were stiU 
stirring and more and more greyish-green figures with submachine-guns at the ready were 
emergingfrom the bushes [7, p. 53] Царамаган ce6e6i, олардыц apm жагынан буталар 
крзгала 6epdi де арасынан автоматтарын серт устаган жасыл-сур бейнелер 6ipiueH 
соц 6ipi шыгып жатты. [8, р. 47 - 48].

6) артта -  a postpositional functional name арт (back part) with the suffix of 
locative case (4,88 %): Behind him lay Petersburg in a dove-blue twinkle o f lights. [2,p.290] 
Артта царацтицылквкше оттары жыпылыцтап, Петроград жатыр. [3,р.346].

In the present case the postpositional functional name is used without the izafet con
struction (i.e. absolutely), because 0 2 is not mentioned in the given sentence due to stylistic 
reasons, but it is indicated in the previous wide context.

7) соцында -  a postpositional functional name соц (end) in izafet construction vith 
a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of locative case (4, 88%): The sergeant-major wa ked 
behind them, carrying Sonya’s greatcoat. [7, p. 90] Федор Евграфыч шинелт успап, 
соцдарында келедй [8, р. 80].

8) Keiiimi жакета -  a postpositional functional name жак, (side) modified by an 
adjective KeUimi (back, last), used without the izafet construction. 0 2 is not mentioned in 
the given sentence due to stylistic reasons, but it is indicated in the previous wide context 
(cf. 6). The meaning ‘hind part’ rendered by the preposition behind is carried by a lexical 
unit (4,88 %): The water foamed in eddies behind the dragging sleigh. [2, p. 183] Keuimi 
жакета су ympmin, ойдым-ойдым шуццырланып, буйраланып жатты. [3, р. 200].

9) басында -  a postpositional functional name бас in izafet construction with a 
noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of locative case. This means is restricted to cases when02
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is a table. The name бас often occurs with reference to practical connection of the place. 
The same is stated about the preposition behind (cf. above) (4, 88 %): Natalia, already 
attired in her wedding dress and veil, was behind the table, guarded by her two sisters. 
[2,p. 101 ] Неке квйлегт mdipin, басы на cendip шарцып буркеген Натальяны ею citpiici 
стол басында кррып тур: [3, р. 102].

10) тасасыпда -  a noun таса (cover, shield, lid) in izafet construction with a noun 
denoting Q2 with the suffix of locative case. Here too the meaning of the preposition is 
rendered by a lexical unit. In this case the unit denotes an object which gives shade, cover or 
protection (cf. what is said about behind above) (4,88%): At first Alexandra Pavlovna did 
not recognize the man sitting behind her husband. [5, p. 248] Александра Павловна 
куйеутщ тасасында отырган адамды 6ipden тани алмады. [6, р. 338].

11) орт жакета -  a postpositional functional name жак, (side) modified by an 
nour. apm (back) (арт жагы) without izafet construction with the suffix of locative case.
• ЛУ.' '

0 2 is not mentioned in the given sentence due to stylistic reasons, but it is indicated in the 
previous wide context (cf. 6 and 8) (2,44%): behind them the children ran about in bands 
[2, p. 222] ...apm жацта балалар тобыры шогырлаулы [3, p. 242].

12) арт жацтан - a postpositional functional name жак, (side) modified by an noun 
apm (back) (apm жагы) without izafet construction with the suffix of the departive case. 0 2 
is not mentioned in the given sentence due to stylistic reasons, but it is indicated in the previous 
wide context (cf. 6,8 and 11) (2,44%): Behind him someone gave a sudden frightened excla
mation. [7, p. 39] Apm жацтан ой-ой деген ypewii дауыс та ecmuiin цалды [8, p. 33].

13) сыртында -  a postpositional functional name сырт (outer side, space) in izafet 
construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of locative case (2,44%): They took 
turns to watch with binoculars from the ditch behind the shed. [2, p. 264] Сарайдыц 
сыртындагы орда, крлдарына dyp6i апып, казактар кезектест кузетте турды [3,р. 
297*. This opportunity is also described by prof. V.A. Issengaliyeva, when she writes: 
«Служебное имя сырт в местном падеже употребляется в некоторых случаях в 
качестве синонима служебного имени арт в местном падеже в функции обозначения 
местопребывания сзади кого-чего-нибудь: аттьщ сыртында турма» [4, р. 38] (don’t 
stand behind the horse). This correspondence is connected with the mode of perception of 
objects correlated in this case. The location of O, is treated as not simply being at the back of
0 2, but also outside it, maybe due to its being a three-dimension thing;

14) сыртынан -  a postpositional functional name сырт (outer side, space) in izafet 
construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of the departive case (2,44 %): Now he was 
living his life in loneliness; he called on his neighbours, whom he reviled behind their tracks [5, 
p. 161] Пигасов eMipiH жалгыздыцпен emKi3di, кврийлерте сыртынан балагаттайтын 
[6, p. 239] This opportunity is also described by prof. V.A.Issengaliyeva [4, p. 39].
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15) кешнде -  a substantivized adverb кешн with the suffix of locative case (2, 
44%): Listnitsky asked, glancing sidelong at Bunchuk, who was slightly behind him. [2, p. 
300] dedi Листницкий сэл кешнде келе жатцан Бунчукца квзшщ цырымен к/арап. [3, 
р. 360] Here the meaning of being at the back is rendered by a lexical unit, denoting a place, 
back of 0 2.

16) арцасында -  a postpositional functional name арца (back) in izafet construc
tion with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of locative case (2,44%): Rita was swishing 
along barefoot through the grass, her foot swinging behind her back. [7, p. 25] Puma 
жалац аяц келе жатты: emiKmepi арк/лсында булгацдайды. [8, р. 36]

17) астында -  а postpositional functional name аст (bottom, lowest part or sur
face of anything) in izafet construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of locative 
case, when 0 2 is spectacles (2,44%): The doctor spoke very unfavourably o f  his immediate 
superiors, cursed the divisional staff officers up hill and down dale, and tearing his beard, 
his eyes glowing behind his pince-nez, poured his jaundiced anger. [2, p. 291] Eld 6emi 
куп-курец ецгезердей доктор озтщ ппкелей бастык/парын тым-ац жаратпай вреске/. 
жамандады алтын пенсне астындагы ашулы квзш жарц-журк; еттзт [3, р. 348]

18) астынан - a postpositional functional name аст (bottom, lowest part or sur
face of anything) in izafet construction with a noun denoting 0 2 with the suffix of the depar- 
tive case, when 0 2 is spectacles (2,43%): Eugene thought, smiling with satisfaction, and his 
eyes glittered behind his pince-nez. [2, p . 343] den ойлап, Евгений цанагаттана кулшдедь 
пенсне астынан K03i жарк, ете цалып. [3, р. 412]

19) a postposition epi (farther off from, farther away from), which governs the de
parting case {-дан epi) (2,43%): Behind the clouds the sun was rising. [2, p. 325] длдещяай 
жогарыда, шогырланган булттардан epi шыгып келе жатцан кун жарыгын moKmi. 

[3, р. 390]
The postposition is used in the Kazakh language to denote an object, place or area, 

beyond which something is located. This correspondence reflects the second use of behind, 
where it approaches to on the other side o f  or even beyond.

Below there is a table where we give the Kazakh functional equivalents of all the 
prepositions mentioned, in the order of their frequency.

The most numerous are the means ар(гы) жагында and соцынан (соцында). 
They are used in the majority of instances for expressing a postposition in the Kazakh lan
guage and treated as leading, i.e. typologically relevant.
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Summing up Table

№ English
prepositions

% № Kazakh units %

1 behind , 43,16 1 соцынан 14,63
2 ар жагында 9,76
3 apm жагында 9,76
4 артында 9 ,7 6
5 apm жагынан 7 ,3 2
6 артта 4, 88
7 соцында 4, 88

1 8 Keuimi жацта 4, 88
9 басында 4, 88
10 тасасында 4, 88
11 арт жак,та 2,44
12 арт жацтан 2,44
13 сыртында 2 ,4 4
14 сыртынан 2 ,4 4
15 кешнде 2 ,4 4
16 арк/асында 2 ,4 4
17 астында 2 ,4 4
18 астынан 2 ,4 3
19 -дан api 2 ,4 3

2 beyond 22,11 1 ар жагында 38,10
2 ар жагынан 23,81
3 сыртында 14,27
4 -дан 9,53
5 -дан api 9,53
6 аргы бетшде 4,76

3 on the other 18,95 1 ар жагында 42,86
side 2 etdwui жагында 7,15

3 on жацта 7,15
4 бул жак,та 7,14
5 аргы бетшде 7,14
6 аргы бетте 7,14
7 к/арсы бетте 7,14
8 артында 7,14
9 ана жагада 7,14
10 озен жагасынан 7,14

4 after 7,36 I соцынан 71,43
2 соцында 28,57

5 across 4,21 1 аргы жагында 50
2 ана жацта 25
3 omin 25

6 at the back o f 3,16 1 арт жакрпа 100?

7 over 1,05 1 сыртында 100?

8 past 0 0 - -
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